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Fully automatic test, up to 80KV
On-board printer
ASTM standard cells and related test sequence
Modern control panel
Tolerant of high EM environment

Due to high voltage, small space, bad electromagnetic environment and the system being controlled additionally by
intelligent CPU, the vast number of users have been puzzled by the phenomenon of: system halted in the testing process for
long time. This instrument adopts perfect EMC design to avoid the phenomenon of crash in the testing process.
The voltage regulator uses the electronic inverting positive metaphysics generator, the voltage is accurate and the waveform
quality is good. Comparing with the traditional voltage regulator, it is not affected by the voltage fluctuation of the power grid
and the distortion of the waveform. The test results are more deterministic and accurate.
This instrument uses microprocessors to automatically complete the boosting, maintaining, stirring, static, calculating,
printing and other operations, and can carry out the oil cycle withstand test within the range of 0 to 80kV.
Single chip microcomputer control is adopted to carry out constant speed boost, and the voltage frequency is accurate to 60
Hz, which makes the whole process easy to control.
Never system crash: The instrument is designed with a new concept of electromagnetic compatibility, thus avoiding the
phenomenon of system crash in the test process, and can work normally in a strong electromagnetic environment.
High accuracy: this instrument uses new breakdown control technology to reduce the energy of breakdown discharge to the
lowest possible, which avoids the pollution of oil sample in the test process, make the test result more accurate, repeatable
and more reliable.
New oil vessel: The oil cup of this instrument is made of new material with high strength, long service life characteristic.
Perfect protection: The instrument has a variety of protection devices, in all circumstances such as inferior oil breakdown
and empty cup breakdown. It can also absolutely guarantee the safety of the operator and the instrument itself.

Specifications:
Output Voltage:
0-80KV
Max. Resolution:
0.1KV
Accuracy:		
+/- 2% of reading +/- 0.2KV
Boosting speed:
1.0/2.0/3.0 KV selectable
Breakdown time:
< 1 msec
Test times:		
1 to 6 selectable
Volume of oil vessel:
200ml/ 400ml
Distance between two electrodes: 2.5mm (adjustable)

One year warranty on parts and labor, FOB Lithonix , FL.
By : Lithonix Power Inc., Altamonte Springs, FL. 32712

Input Power:		
10VAC +/- 10%, 60HZ+/- 1Hz,
			
or optional 220VAC 50Hz
Instrument dimensions: L310 mm x W420 mm x H360 mm
			
L12.2 in x W16.5 in x H 14.17 in
Instrument weight:
23Kg (50lb)
Accessories supplied: ASTM D1816,ASTM D877 test cells and electrodes
			
Electrode adjustment and spacing check tool
			
AC power cord and operator’s manual.

